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these efforts are aimed at idealized independent task models,
and cannot be easily extended to more complex application sets
that possess inter-node data dependencies, such as the
workloads represented by direct acyclic graphs (DAGs).
In this paper, we propose a low-overhead hybrid workload
management framework (HyWM) to address the problem of
allocating and scheduling multiple applications on multicore
embedded systems powered by energy harvesting. Compared to
related prior work, the novelty and main contributions of our
work can be summarized as follows:

Abstract - In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid designtime and run-time framework for allocating and scheduling
applications in multi-core embedded systems with solar energy
harvesting. Due to limited energy availability at run-time, our
framework offloads scheduling complexity to design time by
creating energy-efficient schedule templates for varying energy
budget levels, which are selected at run-time in a manner that is
contingent on the available harvested energy and executed with
a lightweight slack reclamation scheme that extracts additional
energy savings. Our experimental results show that the proposed
framework produces energy-efficient and dependency-aware
schedules to execute applications under varying and stringent
energy constraints, with 23-40% lower miss rates than in prior
works on harvesting energy-aware scheduling.

—A novel hybrid workload management framework (HyWM)
is proposed that integrates a comprehensive design-time
analysis methodology with lightweight run-time components for
low-overhead energy management;
—A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) optimization
formulation is proposed to solve DAG scheduling problems at
design time, generating schedule templates composed of
optimized execution schedules for various energy budgets;
—A fast run-time scheduling scheme is proposed that selects the
best-fit schedule template based on the available energy budget,
which is applied with a lightweight slack reclaiming heuristic
for additional energy saving by exploiting slack time of tasks
finishing before their worst case execution time (WCET).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Computer Systems Organization]: Special-Purpose and
Application-Based Systems -- Real-time and embedded systems.
B.8.2 [Performance and Reliability]: Performance Analysis
and Design Aids
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. RELATED WORK

Recent years have witnessed a significant increase in the use
of multi-core processors in low-power embedded devices [1].
With advances in parallel programming and power management
techniques, embedded devices with multi-core processors are
outperforming single-core platforms in terms of both
performance and energy efficiency [2]. But as core counts
increase to cope with rising application complexity, techniques
for efficient run-time workload distribution and energy
management are becoming extremely vital to achieving energy
savings in emerging multi-core embedded systems.
Energy autonomous systems are an important class of
embedded systems that utilize ambient energy to perform
computations without relying on an external power supply or
frequent battery charges. As the most widely available energy
source, solar energy harvesting has attracted a lot of attention
and is rapidly gaining momentum [3][4][5]. Due to the variable
nature of solar energy harvesting, deployment of an intelligent
run-time energy management strategy is not only beneficial but
also essential for meeting system performance and reliability
goals. Such a strategy must possess low overhead, so as to not
stress the limited available energy budget at run-time. A few
prior efforts have explored workload scheduling for embedded
systems with energy harvesting, e.g., [6][7][8]. However, all of

Many prior works have focused on the problem of run-time
management and scheduling for embedded systems with energy
harvesting. Moser et al. [6] proposed the lazy scheduling
algorithm (LSA) that executed tasks as late as possible, reducing
task deadline miss rates when compared to the classical earliest
deadline first (EDF) algorithm. However, LSA does not
consider frequency scaling for energy saving and thus is not
suitable for emerging power-constrained environments. Liu et al.
[7] exploited scaling capability of processors by slowing down
execution speed of arriving tasks as evenly as possible, which
saves energy because a processor’s dynamic power dissipation
is generally a convex function of frequency. Xiang et al. [8]
proposed a battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy harvester that
helps reduce energy supply variability, allowing tasks to execute
more uniformly to save energy. However, none of these prior
works take inter-task dependency into consideration.
Several other efforts have explored mapping and scheduling
for task graph based workloads. Luo et al. [9] proposed a hybrid
technique to find a static schedule for known periodic task
graphs at design time with the flexibility to accommodate
aperiodic tasks dynamically at run-time. Sakellariou et al. [10]
proposed hybrid heuristics for DAG scheduling on
heterogeneous processor platforms. Coskun et al. [11] proposed
a hybrid scheduling framework that adjusts task execution
schedule dynamically to reduced thermal hotspots and gradients
for MPSoCs. However, all these prior efforts cannot maintain
performance when applied to energy harvesting systems that
possess a fluctuating energy supply at run-time. Some of these
efforts also do not focus on energy as a design constraint. Our
work is the first hybrid framework that targets the problem of
energy-aware allocation/scheduling of multiple co-executing
task graphs in energy harvesting based multicore platforms.
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i.e., for a periodic task graph, its instance has to finish execution
or be dropped before the arrival of the next instance.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1 System Model
This paper focuses on hybrid allocation and scheduling of
multiple task-graph applications with real-time deadlines on
multi-core embedded systems with solar energy harvesting, as
shown in Figure 1. The key components and assumptions of our
system model are described in the following sub-sections.

3.1.3 Multicore Platform with DVFS Capability
We consider a homogeneous multi-core embedded
processing platform with dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) capability at the core level. For inter-core
communication, a network-on-chip (NoC) architecture is used
with a 2D mesh topology and dimension order packet routing
over conflict-free TDMA virtual channels. Each core on the
processor has Nl discrete frequency levels: φ: {L0, ..., LNl}. Each
level is characterized by Lj: (vj, pj, fj), j∈{1, …, Nl}, which
represents voltage, average power, and frequency, respectively.
Table 1. Processor power and frequency levels [19]
Level
1
2
3
4
80
170
400
900
Power(mW)
150
400
600
800
Frequency(MHz)
1.875
2.353
1.5
0.889
Energy Efficiency

Figure 1. DAG workload based multicore embedded system platform
with solar energy harvesting

5
1600
1000
0.625

We consider power-frequency levels for each processor core as
shown in Table 1. Typically, the dynamic power-frequency
function is convex. Thus, a processor running at lower
frequency can execute the same number of cycles with lower
energy consumption. However, this is not always the case when
static power is considered. To find an energy optimal frequency,
we represent energy efficiency of a frequency level Lj by 𝛿 j =
cycles executed / energy consumed = fj / pj. From Table 1 we can
conclude that level 2 is the most energy efficient because
executing at this level consumes the least energy for a given
number of cycles. Besides, we assume idle power of 40mW
when no workload is available for execution.
The computation utilization of a periodic task graph (Ucomp)
is defined as the sum of execution times of all its task nodes for
the highest processor clock frequency divided by its period:

3.1.1 Energy Harvesting and Energy Storage
A photovoltaic (PV) system is used as the power source for
our multicore embedded system, converting ambient solar
energy into electric power. Naturally, the amount of harvested
power varies over time due to changing environment conditions.
To cope with the unstable nature of the solar energy source, an
energy conversion and storage module is required to bridge the
photovoltaic system with the embedded processor efficiently
[21]. We assume that our run-time scheduler can cooperate with
this module to inquire about the amount of energy available in
storage. We adapt the hybrid battery-supercapacitor energy
storage module proposed by Xiang et al. [8] in our work.

⁄

∑

∈

(1)

Similarly, we define communication utilization of a periodic
task graph (Ucomm) as the sum of the communication times for
all of its edges divided by the task graph’s period:
∑

Figure 2. Examples of applications modeled as directed acyclic graphs

3.1.2 Application Workload Model

∈

(2)

The computation/communication utilization of the entire
multi-application workload is simply the accumulation of
utilizations for all task graphs, which provides an indication of
the overall workload intensity of a given DAG application set.

In this work, we consider multi-core systems hosting
multiple recursive real-time applications modeled as periodic
task graphs, ψ: {G1, … , GNg}, such as the examples shown in
Figure 2. Each of the Ng applications is represented by a
weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG), denoted as Gi: (ti, ei, Ti,
Di), i∈{1, …, Ng}, which contains a set of task nodes, ti: {τ1, …,
τj} with worst-case execution cycles, WCECi, (number of CPU
clock cycles needed to finish a task i in the worst case); and a
set of directed edges, ei: {ε1, …, εj}, used to represent inter-task
dependences with communication (inter-core data transfer)
delay from source to destination nodes represented as
COMMsrc,dst. A task node can have multiple dependences
to/from other nodes, forking/rejoining execution paths in the
task graph. We assume that every task graph’s execution paths
rejoin at its last task node, which accumulate results and
conclude execution of the task graph.
Apart from task nodes and edges, every periodic task graph
has its unique period, Ti and relative deadline, Di. At the
beginning of each period, a new instance of a task graph will be
dispatched to the system for execution. The task graph’s relative
deadline, Di, is the time interval between the task graph
instance’s arrival time and deadline. A task graph instance
misses its deadline if it cannot finish executing all task nodes
before its deadline. In this work, we assume that Di equals Ti,

3.1.4 Run-Time Scheduler
This module is an important component of the system for
run-time information gathering and dynamic application
execution control. The online scheduler gathers information by
monitoring the energy storage medium and the multi-core
processor (Figure 1). The gathered information, together with
preloaded schedule template library generated by the offline
scheduler for the given workload, allows the run-time scheduler
to coordinate operation of the multi-core platform at run-time.

3.2 Problem Objective
Our primary objective is to allocate and schedule the
execution of a workload composed of multiple application task
graphs (DAGs) running in parallel simultaneously at run-time
such that total task graph miss rate is minimized. Our workload
management framework must react to changing harvested
energy dynamics to schedule as many of the task graph
instances as possible without overloading the system with
complex re-scheduling calculations at run-time.
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schedule window, ψ+: {G1, … , GNi}. Our target processor is set
to have Nc number of cores with Nl discrete frequency levels.

4. HYBRID SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK
4.1 Motivation and System Overview
The problem of scheduling weighted directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) on a set of homogeneous cores under optimization
goals and constraints is known to be NP-complete [12]. This
paper addresses the even more difficult problem of scheduling
on systems that rely entirely on limited and fluctuating solar
energy harvesting. The limited energy supply prevents the
deployment of complex scheduling algorithms at run-time.
Moreover, execution of applications that will not have enough
energy or computation resources to complete due to shortages
in harvested solar energy can lead to significant wasted energy
with no beneficial outcome. To address these challenges, we
propose a hybrid workload management framework (HyWM)
that combines template-based hybrid scheduling with a novel
energy budget window-shifting strategy to decouple run-time
application execution from the complexity of DAG scheduling
in the presence of fluctuations in energy harvesting.

4.2.1 Inputs and Decision Variables
For our MILP formulation, we provide several inputs that
represent the energy budget and characteristics of the target
workload and platform, as shown in Table 2. The energy budget
parameter (ENGY_BGT) allows different schedule template
outcomes, such that each of them can best match the energy
budget available. The WCETj,l and ENGYj,l paramters are
calculated based on worst case execution cycles (WCEC) of
every task node for every frequency level supported by the
processor (as per the discussion in section 3.1.3).
Inputs
EGY_BGT
ARRIVALi
DDLINEi
WCETj,l
ENGYj,l
COMMsrc,dst
Ni, Nt, Nl,
and Nc

Table 2. Inputs for MILP formulation
Description
energy budget of the schedule template to generate
arrival time of task graph instance i
deadline of task graph instance i
worst-cast execution time of task node j at frequency
level l , l ≠ 0
energy consumption of task node j at frequency level
l, when l = 0, ENGYj,0 = 0
communication delay when preceding node src and
descendent node dst are allocated to separate cores
number of task graph instances, number of task nodes,
number of frequency levels, and number of cores

* In our formulation, task nodes can be indexed in two different ways:
(1) Local ID: tuple (i, j) for task node j of task graph i
(2) Global ID: single variable j for task node j in the entire set

For our MILP problem, there are two major requirements
for decision variables: firstly, they must form a complete
representation of a feasible execution schedule; secondly, they
should make it possible to represent all constraints and objective
as linear formulations. The decision variables used in our
formulation are shown in Table 3. The binary indicators of task
graph miss, missi , are used to construct the major part of the
objective function. For freqj,l , when l = 0, it indicates that the
task node j is not scheduled for execution and is thus to be
dropped. The two indicators decj,j’ and befj,j’ are used to
construct constraints that arrange timing of the task nodes
without direct dependencies.

Figure 3. Overview of hybrid workload management framework

An important underlying idea in our framework, as shown
in Figure 3, is time-segmentation during run-time workload
control that creates an independent stable energy environment
for run-time scheduling within each segment. The time of
system execution is divided into schedule windows with
identical length, which is referred to as the hyper-period of the
DAGs. An energy budget is assigned to a schedule window at its
beginning, based on the amount of harvested and unused energy
from the previous window. This conservative budget assignment
scheme, called energy budget window shifting, can delay
utilization of harvested energy slightly to ensure that dynamic
variations in energy harvesting do not halt executing
applications in subsequent windows. The run-time scheduler
knows the amount of energy that is available at the beginning of
each window, and selects the best-fit schedule template
generated at design time based on this known energy budget.
In the rest of this section, we describe our mixed integer
linear programing (MILP) formulation for design-time template
generation (section 4.2) and the run-time scheduler with a
lightweight slack reclamation heuristic (section 4.3).

Variables
missi
start(i,j)
freqj,l
allocj,k
decj,j’
befj,j’

4.2 MILP for Offline Template Generation
We formulated a mixed integer linear program (MILP) to
aid with the generation of optimal task scheduling templates at
design time. In this section, we give an overview of our MILP
formulation that aims to minimize miss rate for DAG instances
in a schedule window under a given energy budget constraint.
The constructed formulation is solved multiple times offline
with different energy budget constraints to generate a set of
schedule templates for the run-time scheduler to select. As our
formulation focuses on workload management within an
independent schedule window, periodic task graphs in set ψ are
unrolled into a set of all task graph instances that arrive within a

Table 3. Design variables of MILP formulation
Description
binary variable to indicate if task graph instance i is
missed
Execution start time of task graph i on node j. Note that
we also use variable endi,j as the end time of execution.
Our schedule does not consider task preemption so that
endi,j = starti,j + WCETi,j
binary variable which indicates if task node j is assigned
with frequency level l
binary variable which indicates if task node j is mapped
to core k, k ≠ 0
binary variable which indicates if task nodes j and j’ are
NOT mapped to the same core (decoupled)
binary variable which indicates if task node j is
scheduled before j’

4.2.2 Optimization Objective
In our formulation, the major objective is to minimize the
number of misses of task graph instances in a schedule window.
Additionally, we include an auxiliary objective: the percentage
of energy budget used, so that the MILP optimization also
searches for a schedule with the least energy consumption
possible. Note that this auxiliary objective does not sacrifice
minimization of miss rate for less energy consumption, as the
energy minimization term in the objective function always has
less impact on the objective function value than any single task
graph instance miss. The objective formulation is shown below:
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Min:

∑𝑁= 1 𝑚 𝑠𝑠 +

∑𝑁𝑡=1 ∑𝑁𝑙
𝑙=0(

𝐺𝑌 𝑙 × 𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑙 )⁄

𝐺𝑌_𝐵𝐺

𝒊𝒇 𝑏𝑒
𝒊𝒇 𝑏𝑒

(3)
𝑗∈[

4.2.3 Constraints

2) Timing constraints for task graph scheduling: We formulate
multiple constraints, which in combination form a complete
timing constraint for all task graph instances and their task
nodes, as illustrated in Figure 4.

1)

≥ 𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐼𝑉𝐴𝐿 −

𝑒𝑛𝑑( −1)
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡( −1) +
𝑒𝑛𝑑( −1) ≤ 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐼
+

∈[

× 𝑚 𝑠𝑠

∑𝑁𝑙
𝑙=1(

𝑡]
𝑡]

𝑗∈[

𝑡]

(12)
(13)
(14)

A task is indicated as dropped in the generated schedule
when its frequency level is set to 0. The constraint in (14)
ensures that all tasks that are not dropped will be allocated to a
core; otherwise they may end up being executed on a “ghost
core” to escape timing constraints with other tasks.

(5)

]

× 𝑟𝑒𝑞(
]
∈[

( −1) 𝑙

× 𝑚 𝑠𝑠

𝑡] 𝑗 ≠ 𝑗 ′ for (10) and (11)

∑𝑁𝑙
𝑗∈[
𝑙=0 𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑙
∑𝑁=1 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐 ≤
𝑗∈[
∑𝑁=1 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝒊𝒇 𝑟𝑒𝑞 0 0:

(2.a) Timing constraints for graph instances: The two
constraints below confine start time of the first task node and
end time of the last task node to ensure that timing requirements
of their task graph instances are satisfied, as illustrated in Figure
4 (a.1, a.2).
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡(

(11)

𝑒𝑛𝑑 < 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ′
𝑒𝑛𝑑 ′ < 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

3) Constraints for target platform: The type of constraints
shown below guarantee that only one frequency level and at
most one core are selected for execution of each task node:

(4)

𝐺𝑌 𝑙 × 𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑙 ) ≤ 𝐺𝑌_𝐵𝐺

𝑡] 𝑗 ′ ∈ [

:
:

The constraint in (10) implies that the task node j should be
scheduled either before or after task node j’ when they are
allocated on the same core. Based on the scheduled order of
these two tasks, the constraint in (11) ensures that the task node
only starts when earlier scheduled task nodes are finished. When
two task nodes are decoupled to two different cores, the
constraints in (11) cancel out.

The constraints in our formulation guarantee the satisfaction
of the energy budget constraint and correctness of the execution
schedule for the target workload and platform. The key
constraints are described as follows:
1) Energy constraint for a schedule window: Total energy
consumption of all task nodes at their assigned frequency levels
should be less or equal to energy budget:
∑𝑁𝑡=1 ∑𝑁𝑙
𝑙=0(

′
′

−1) 𝑙 )

(6)

We use a sufficiently large constant, M, in the formulation to
equivalently represent “if” statements that cancel out constraints
when missi = 1 (graph instance dropped). The constraints can
be canceled out when missi = 1 because large values of M
ensure that the inequality is satisfied for any variable values in
range. In the rest of this paper, we use the same approach for “if”
statements. However, for the purpose of intuitive representation,
the following sections show “if” statements explicitly.

Figure 4. Illustration of timing constraints for periodic task graph set

(2.b) Timing constraints for task nodes with dependencies: The
type of constraints shown below model dependencies by forcing
destination task nodes to start only after their predecessor nodes
have finished. Also it takes communication cost into
consideration when two dependent nodes are decoupled (not
allocated to the same core), as illustrated in Figure 4 (b.1, b.2):

All of the above constraints are necessary to create a correct,
feasible and optimal set of schedule templates. We also establish
additional constraints (not shown for brevity) to eliminate
obviously sub-optimal solutions and reduce the search space for
the MILP solver.

(7)

The main goal of our run-time scheduler is to monitor
harvested solar energy and select the best-fit template for an
upcoming schedule. With schedule templates generated at
design time and energy budgets provided at beginning of each
schedule window, this is a low-overhead operation, done by
selecting the schedule template that finishes the most task graph
instances, contingent on the energy budget. Most importantly
however, the run-time scheduler must be able to adjust schedule
templates as necessary to best cope with system uncertainty at
run-time. A typical example of such uncertainty is the actual
execution times taken by tasks, which are often shorter than
WCET of tasks due to variances in system status and input
parameters. [22] In this work, we propose a lightweight
run-time slack reclamation heuristic, as shown in Algorithm 1.

𝒊𝒇 𝑚 𝑠𝑠

0:
𝑒𝑛𝑑( 𝑠𝑟 ) +
𝑠𝑟 𝑑𝑠𝑡 × 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑠𝑟 𝑑𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡( 𝑑𝑠𝑡)
], (𝑠𝑟𝑐 dst) ∈ 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑜 𝐺 𝐺 ∈ ψ+
∈[

4.3 Online Template and Slack Management

(2.c) Timing constraints for task nodes without dependencies:
The type of constraints shown below address the fact that task
nodes allocated to the same core cannot overlap their execution
times, as each core executes only one task at a time without
preemption, as shown in Figure 4 (c).
𝑗∈[

𝑑𝑒𝑐 ′ ≤ 2 − 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑠 − 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑠 ′
𝑡] 𝑗 ′ ∈ [
𝑡] 𝑗 ≠ 𝑗 ′ 𝑘 ∈ [
𝑐]

(8)

𝑑𝑒𝑐 ′ ≥ 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑠 + 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑠 ′ ′ −
𝑗∈[
𝑡] 𝑗 ′ ∈ [
𝑡] 𝑗 ≠ 𝑗 ′
𝑘 ∈ [0 𝑐] 𝑘 ∈ [
𝑐] 𝑘 ≠ 𝑘 ′

(9)

These constraints represent relations between task node
allocation variables, alloci,k, and node pair decoupling variables,
decj,j’. The constraint in (8) ensures that the pair decoupling
variable is equal to 0 when task nodes are on a same core. The
constraint in (9) forces the decoupling variable to be 1 when two
task nodes are found to be allocated to any two different cores.
With the value of decj,j’ available, the following constraints
are used to avoid timing conflicts for every pair of task nodes:
𝑏𝑒

′

+ 𝑏𝑒

′

− 𝑑𝑒𝑐

′

Algorithm 1 Run-time slack reclamation
For task τ that finishes at time end’τ and has designated finish time endτ :
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(10)

if end’τ < endτ
find next task scheduled to execute on the core, τ’
if task τ’ is ready to execute
slack_time = start τ’ – end’ τ
startτ’ = end'τ
if slack_time > WCETτ’, Lτ’ – WCETτ’, Lτ’-1
Lτ’ = Lτ’ – 1

The heuristic monitors each core separately to find slack
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template 3 with energy budget less than 1/3rd of Epeak managed
to successfully schedule more than half of the instances. Thus
our approach can be seen to create superior schedules even
under highly constrained energy budget requirements. The
notable schedule performance is a reflection of our MILP
optimization approach that finds the optimal schedule by
sacrificing more energy-hungry task graph instances, reserving
energy for less energy-hungry ones, and scaling down execution
frequency whenever possible for optimal energy efficiency,
thereby minimizing miss rate of task graphs.
To study the quality of schedule templates from another
perspective, we show how our MILP optimization approach
selects frequencies for task nodes under different energy budget
constraints, as shown in Figure 5. We can observe from the
figure that templates with higher energy budgets utilize higher
frequency levels more frequently than templates with lower
budgets. On the other hand, templates with lower energy budget
drop more tasks and slow down execution for better energy
efficiency. Note that the 150MHz frequency is never used by
any schedule; this is due to the fact that the frequency level of
150MHz has lower efficiency and lower speed than the
400MHz level (see Table 1). Therefore our MILP optimization
approach rules out this sub-optimal frequency choice as it is
always better to schedule at 400MHz instead.

time for additional energy saving. The heuristic is triggered
when the actual finish time of a task node is earlier than its
schedule finished time based on its WCET. It then finds the next
task schedule to execute on the same core and inquires about its
precedencies from the run-time scheduler. If the next task is
ready to execute, the scheduler will find out if it is possible to
execute this task with lower frequency while finishing this task
no later than its designated finish time as per the schedule
template, reclaiming the slack time for energy savings.
Otherwise, this task will execute with its designated frequency
immediately, earlier than its designated start time so that it will
finish early and pass on the slack time for upcoming tasks.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Experiment Setup
We developed a simulator in C++ to evaluate our proposed
hybrid workload management scheme (HyWM). For offline
schedule template generation, we wrote a python script that
constructs the data structure of task graphs using the NetworkX
package and formulates the MILP problem using a GNU linear
programming kit (GLPK) [15]. We chose the Gurobi Optimizer
[16] as our MILP solver to generate the optimal schedule
templates. We used task graphs for free (TGFF) [18] for
pseudo-random task graph generation for most experiments and
the distribution of actual execution time of task nodes is
obtained from [22]. In addition, we also utilized task graphs of
real applications (FFT, Gaussian Elimination, and MPEG) [23].
In the rest of this section, we first analyze characteristics of the
generated schedule templates and then study the overall system
performance of our proposed hybrid workload management
scheme in comparison with prior work.

5.2 Analysis of Generated Schedule Templates
In this set of experiments, we check the quality and
optimality of the schedule templates generated using our MILP
approach. We randomly generated four periodic task graphs
with computation utilization set to 0.8×4 and communication
utilization set to 0.15×4, i.e., a total workload utilization of
0.95×4. Based on the periods of the generated task graphs, we
set the length of schedule window to be 1 minute, within which
9 task graph instances arrive in the system for execution. We
generated 11 schedule templates with energy budgets evenly
distributed from 0 to Epeak, which is the peak energy budget
available from solar energy harvesting (240 Joules).

Figure 5. Frequency level occurrence distribution for all task nodes

5.3 Evaluation of System Performance
In this section, we compare the overall system task graph
miss rate performance of our hybrid workload management
framework (HyWM) against workload management approaches
proposed in prior work. Our simulation uses realistic energy
harvesting profiles based on historical weather data from
Golden, Colorado, USA, provided by the Measurement and
Instrumentation Data Center (MIDC) of the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) [17]. We evaluate the system’s
performance over a span of 750 minutes, from 6:00 AM to 6:30
PM when solar radiation is available.
To compare our approach with state-of-the-art approaches,
we implemented three recent works: 1) UTA [24], which first
executes schedulable workload at full speed and then drop tasks
when energy is insufficient; 2) SDA [8], which divides system
execution time into segments and selects a stable frequency to
execute a subset of the workload that can be supported by the
assigned energy budget; and 3) LP+SA [20], which finds a
feasible but non-optimal schedule using MILP, and uses this
schedule as an initial solution to a simulated annealing (SA)
based heuristic that finds a near-optimal solution. To compare
HyWM with these approaches, we adapt the techniques to our
environment and problem formulation. As UTA and SDA are
designed for energy-constrained scheduling of independent
periodic tasks while our workload consists of multiple task
graphs, we enhance these techniques so that our scheduler
module analyzes inter-task dependency and provides ready task
nodes for the techniques to schedule. In LP+SA, the original
approach focuses on task graph scheduling while minimizing

Table 4. Results of MILP based schedule template generation
Schedule
template ID

Energy
budget

Objective
value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0J
24J
48J
72J
96J
120J
144J
168J
192J
216J
240J

9.000
7.788
5.838
4.867
3.882
2.891
2.743
1.940
1.823
1.739
0.957

Energy budget Energy Number of
usage
usage
misses

NA
78.8%
83.8%
86.7%
88.2%
89.1%
74.3%
94.0%
82.3%
73.9%
95.7%

0J
18.9J
40.2J
62.4J
84.7J
106.9J
106.9J
157.9J
157.9J
157.9J
229.6J

9
7
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
0

The results of the schedule template generation for a system
with four cores are shown in Table 4. We can observe that
schedule template 10, with a peak energy budget can finish all
task instances in time, showing the competence of our MILP
optimization to deal with stringent timing constraints even for
heavy workloads with per-core utilization as high as 0.95. Note
also that while 95.7% of Epeak is required to finish all instances,
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energy but without awareness of energy harvesting and not
considering task dropping. We enhanced LP+SA by dropping
tasks iteratively till the remaining task sets meet the energy
budget, and these task sets are then sent as inputs to LP+SA.
The results of our comparison study on random task graphs
are shown in Figure 6. The figure shows the total task graph
miss rate for three different platform complexities (with 4, 8,
and 16 cores). For the platform with 4 cores, it can be observed
that UTA has the highest miss rate. This is because UTA
executes tasks at full speed and task dependencies in the
workload make its slack reclamation techniques practically
unusable. The SDA technique generates better results by
considering an energy budget for each scheduling window and
assigning lower frequencies to avoid violating the budget.
However SDA does not consider task dependencies and thus all
nodes in the task graph are assigned the same frequencies,
resulting in a less efficient schedule. LP+SA outperforms UTA
and SDA as it can generate task dependency-aware offline
schedules after comprehensive design space exploration unlike
in UTA or SDA. However, the superior offline schedules
obtained using our MILP formulation in the HyWM framework
coupled with its intelligent run-time template selection and slack
reclamation techniques allow HyWM to outperform all of these
efforts. HyWM reduces absolute miss rate by 9.2% compared to
LP+SA, 11.4 % compared to SDA, and 20.2% compared to
UTA. In terms of relative performance improvement, HyWM
accomplishes an improvement of 23.4%, 27.4%, and 40.1%
over LP+SA, SDA, and UTA, respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel workload management
framework (HyWM) for allocating and scheduling on
multi-core embedded systems powered by solar energy
harvesting with workload consists of multiple task-graphs that
must be executed in parallel in an energy constrained
environment. Our experimental results show that the proposed
framework produces energy-efficient and dependency-aware
schedules to execute task graphs under varying and stringent
energy constraints, with 23-40% lower miss rates than the best
known recent prior works on energy-harvesting aware
scheduling.
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